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Mayday, mayday . . . workers of the world unite! 
 
In today’s episode The Committee continues. 
 
“In the absence of time, old and new do not matter the way calendar thinking suggests. 
Because ‘old’ means deterioration as much as time’s passage, humans are easily attracted to 
new. York, Delhi, Zealand, Orleans, Granada and Mexico are but six among many human 
examples. 
 
The emergency of today, the reason to shout ‘mayday’, is the emergency of every day on Earth, 
because no days exist; humans are always in the light, just not all of you simultaneously. The 
bright and dark halves of yin and yang represent absence of emergency one interpretation of 
this day incorrectly suggests. 
 
Evolution is always; change is control. For unity to come, leadership must first form. Can service 
to unity prevail over self, even as such humans have been widely deemed foolish for such 
approach?   
 
You all row your own boat yet also form a massive ship of life not easily seen from each skiff, 
canoe or individual raft. Let us rise far above the oceans to observe the land vessel you navigate 
across Earth. That humans do not dwell upon the vast water surfaces of your planet does not 
mean you do not or cannot flow as do the oceans. 
 
It has now become too easy to take for granted the essentials of human contentment, allowing 
pursuit of distractions which ignore the origins and substance of essentials, such mental 
deviations carried forth in the name of progress. 
 
Cooperation, acceptance and unity are now pursued by the loudest proponents, using methods 
and techniques working immediately and directly against the human togetherness the supports 
insist be had. 
 
Who are you to insist upon what others might have? Who are they to you? 
 
Togetherness has never meant adaptation to others’ preferences. The more disagreement is 
encountered, the more content one becomes. 
 
Efforts to throttle expression ignore the mind and its resistance to suppression. The best that 
can be achieved is confusion; what any one of you truly believes is always on the top surface of 
your mind. In your home of Heaven, it is open to be read by anyone; you can likewise read the 
headlines and sublines of all other minds. 
 
On Earth, a great attraction is the struggle to achieve openness natural to your existence. That 
humans were once compelled on this day to unite against a fictitious label affixed to what did 
and does not exist, represented a most recent example. Struggle not and never against what 
you cannot control; another person’s thought. Seek only and always to know your own. This 
will benefit you and everyone in contact by any means with you, in the most swift and helpful 
ways. 
 



Examples set the tone, the course and the destination. Orders and commands, often disguised 
as instructions, directions and recommendations, erode them.  
 
The few among you we have named the hidden controlling powers, have found an open cave 
not recognized by the many visitors who enter and depart, from which to operate in the 
manner now causing the difficulties humans could never attribute to them.      
 
Eager interest would erupt in volcanic explosion-like fashion if the people and the passes all 
taken, were revealed to mankind in general. This exposure would solve nothing but increase 
troubles eager prosecutors of justice and fairness seek to address. What receives attention 
propagates; what is ignored withers. 
 
To control your work, mislabeling it ‘change’, then teaching you to complain about fruits it 
bears, are symptoms of the greater malaise lurking below the visible surface. To compel to 
unite against that which should join you instead, just as you simultaneously join it, serves solely 
and exclusively the compeller, not the audience. 
 
Humans perceive what beliefs form in the human mind come through eyes and ears in almost 
all ways. Your fingers and nose indicate physical limits but your mind has no such boundaries. 
Turn your ears and eyes in any direction and for any distance you wish. Only your imagination 
exists to limit your view, and to this we can say with absolute certainty, your mind has no 
imagination constraints. You all have infinite ability to create or view using your imagination.   
 
Instead of learning another language to enjoy its offerings, the preference today is a machine to 
convert unrecognized words & symbols into a language one knows. Convenient as this process 
might seem, it dilutes and distorts. 
 
Is a vacation trip to another continent the same as a watched video of the same places? Yet this 
process now repeats endlessly across humanity, using recent technology, the effects not 
investigated.  
 
If you do not actively pursue it, don’t supply it with your thoughts. Who is required to observe 
the tree? Turn away if you prefer. Who is required to observe the candidate for office? If 
enough potential onlookers looked away, both candidate and political post pursued would fade 
then disappear. 
 
Evolve and develop what you are and have within your reach as the priority of every moment. 
Pursue what excites, energizes and exalts you as your personal priority. If what you can grasp is 
within your reach, extend yourself towards it to the best of your ability. Small steps are good if 
you like and what you prefer or if you cannot yet take large ones. The first steps towards the 
grasping of excitement are the solid foundation of rewards awaiting.  All of you naturally know 
what the limit can be, so this aspect of your extension aimed at excitement will automatically 
operate to both protect and enhance you.  
 
The meanings of this calendar day offer a positiveness work and labor struggles cannot. Is work 
but an activity for money?  
 
Be well one and all.” 
 
 


